Solar particle event analysis using the standard radiation environment monitors: applying the neutron monitor’s experience
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Abstract. The Standard Radiation Environment Monitor (SREM) is a particle detector developed by the European Space Agency for satellite applications with the main purpose to provide radiation hazard alarms to the host spacecraft. SREM units have been constructed within a radiation hardening concept and therefore are able to register extreme solar particle events (SPEs). Large SPEs are registered at Earth, by ground based detectors as neutron monitors, in the form of Ground Level Enhancements of solar cosmic rays. In this work, a feasibility study of a possible radiation alert, deduced by SREM measurements was implemented for the event of 20 January 2005. Taking advantage of the neutron monitor’s experience, the steps of the GLE alert algorithm were put into practice on SREM measurements. The outcome was that SREM units did register the outgoing SPE on-time and that these could serve as indicators of radiation hazards, leading to successful alerts.

1 Introduction

Solar particle events (SPEs) are particle radiation events caused by the Sun and its extreme events e.g. solar flares (SFs) and coronal mass ejections (CMEs). The majority of SPEs are relatively short lived; usually lasting for tens of hours with an exponential decrease in flux afterwards; they can reach high values of fluxes at their peak, thus posing severe hazards for space missions, satellites and sensitive ground-based instruments (Reames, 1999). SPEs consist primarily of protons but also of electrons and heavy ions with energies ranging from a few tens of keV to GeV. The propagation of the extreme and hazardous SPEs from the Sun to the Earth depends on their energy.

Large SPEs are registered at Earth, by ground based detectors as Ground Level Enhancements (GLEs) (Forbush, 1946). To date 70 GLEs have been identified since the initiation of reliable recordings which began in the 1950’s (Miroshnichenko and Perez-Perasa, 2008). The most recent event was recorded on 13 December 2006 (ranked as GLE70). The rate of GLEs appears to be almost one per year but there may be a slight deviation due to intense solar activity around solar maximum (Shea et al., 1995; Belov et al., 2009).

SREM units have been developed as a partnership of the European Space Agency (ESA), the Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) and Contraves Space A.G. Those provide valuable data for both the near-Earth particle radiation environment (e.g. trapped particles in the radiation belts) and the interplanetary (IP) particle radiation environment with diverse orbits of missions equipped with jointly-calibrated SREM units, offering unique opportunities for a comprehensive investigation of SPEs and Space Weather (SW) studies. SREM units measure both electrons with energies above 500 keV and protons with energies above 10 MeV and bins the measurements in overlapping energy channels (Bühler et al., 1996; Evans et al., 2008). So far, seven units have been launched on board satellites: STRV-1C, PROBA-1, INTEGRAL, Rosetta, GIOVE-B and recently on Herschel and Planck.

In this work an attempt to identify the potential usage of SREM units at a future radiation alert is taking place. As a case study, the large SPE / GLE of 20 January 2005 is being used. The deduced ‘alerts’ of the SREM units on-board INTEGRAL and Rosetta are being compared both to the one by NMs and to those of the Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites (GOES). SREM data were downloaded by: http://srem.web.psi.ch, NM data were taken by the worldwide network: ftp://cr0.izmiran.rssi.ru/Cosray!/FTP_NM/C/ and GOES alert results were downloaded from: http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/alerts/archive/alerts_Jan2005.html.
Ground level enhancements alert

Neutron monitors (NMs) are ground based particle detectors capable of recording particles of the highest energies (>500 MeV). Consequently, extreme SPEs / GLEs are being registered by NMs rather promptly. This is the foundation of the physical concept of the GLE alert software: the early detection of an Earth directed solar cosmic ray event, by NMs, results into preventive SPE flux rise monitoring, leading to an alert with very low probability of false alarm (Dorman and Zuckerman, 2003; Kuwabara et al., 2006; Dorman et al., 2004). To this direction, the worldwide distribution of NMs at several locations, with unique characteristics as: altitude, latitude and geomagnetic cut off and their integration into networks has proven to be an essential asset (Mavromichalaki, 2010). The unfolding of the establishment of an ‘alert’ signal for GLE observations is being illustrated further in Subsect. 2.1.

Steps of the GLE alert algorithm

For each neutron monitor station a moving threshold is being defined, under the equation:

$$I_{th} = M + N\sigma$$

where $\sigma$ is the standard deviation, $M$ the average of the previous 60 min measurements and $N$ a statistical factor which characterizes every station and its value varies from 1 to 3 - this was determined under extensive statistical treatment of the last 20 GLEs (Souvatzoglou, 2009). When a new recorded value exceeds the $I_{th}$ threshold, a pre-alert point is being marked.

If 3 pre-alert points are marked in succession, a ‘station alert’ signal is being produced. This is the ‘warning’ stage of the ‘alert’. A supervising program, with a time window of 15 min is being enabled right after the first ‘station alert’ notification. If three NM stations individually enter the ‘station alert’ mode within that specific time window a ‘general alert’ will be produced (Mavromichalaki et al., 2010).

This can be deduced from the block diagram of the algorithm (Fig. 1), where it is illustrated that when the new measurement enters the algorithm’s kernel, the threshold is being calculated and a comparison of the ‘nowcount’ against the threshold is taking place. At this point variable $J$ is being introduced. $J$ increases if a pre-alert point is registered or else it returns to zero. Therefore, when a count exceeds the threshold - and $J$ increases - a pre-alert point is being marked, resulting into the sequence of actions described above.

The SPE of 20 January 2005 (GLE69)

January 2005 was characterized by significant galactic (GCR) and solar (SCR) cosmic ray variations (Papaioannou et al., 2010). As a result series of Forbush decreases appeared at the registered intensity of GCRs, starting from 17 January 2005 up to 22 January 2005. SCRs had a leading role on 20 January 2005 when a sharp and sudden enhancement in cosmic ray intensity measurements was registered - an event listed as GLE69. The main sunspot group on the Sun during January 2005 was NOAA AR 720, which caused extreme SW conditions from 14 to 22 January 2005. Its largest event was an X7.1 SF on the western part of the solar disc.
Fig. 3. INTEGRAL (left panel) and Rosetta (right panel) recordings on 20 January 2005 (N14W61) on 20 January 2005. It relates to the SPE/GLE of that same day. One of the most coherent descriptions of the solar events of 20 January 2005 can be found at Tziotziou et al. (2010).

The onset phase of the SREM recorded particle flux was impulsive and it peaked within two hours after the SF, indicating a very good magnetic connectivity of the event location on the Sun to the Earth. It is evident that there were a number of SPEs, registered by the SREM unit, that forehanded the event of 20 January 2005, all of which are well correlated with the intense perturbations that marked at the cosmic ray intensity. Nevertheless, SPE / GLE69 stands out as a well defined event (Tziotziou et al., 2010).

Southern NMs (South Pole, Terre Adelie and McMurdo) recorded sharp increases of more than 2000% whereas all the other stations recorded significantly lower fluxes indicating a highly anisotropic event. The onset of the GLE was placed at about 06:48 UT. The maximum amplitude was recorded by South Pole NM. An interesting feature of this GLE is the two-peak structure of the solar cosmic ray increase observed by several stations. GLE69 was the largest GLE in half a century and was successfully recorded by NMs all over the world. It has been thoroughly analyzed by the cosmic ray community (e.g., Büttikofer et al., 2006).

The 20 January 2005 event constitutes a valuable case, also, for SREM measurements, as two satellites carrying SREM units, namely INTEGRAL and Rosetta, were at a distance of ∼1 AU and in a very narrow angular distribution (<6°) with respect to the Sun - Earth line (see Fig. 2), therefore their recordings (Fig. 3) were both comparable to other satellites operating at 1 AU and to ground based recordings.

4 Applying the GLE alert algorithm

Each SREM channel was treated as a single ‘NM station’ and consequently Table 1 indicates the times of the ‘station alert’ onset for each channel (note: Ep, in Table 1, stands for Proton Energy). From Table 1 it is evident that INTEGRAL issues a ‘station alert’ at 06:59 UT, while Rosetta at 07:05 UT. Neutron monitors issued a ‘general alert’ at 06:52 UT (Souvatzoglou et al., 2009) while the flux of 100 MeV protons onboard GOES exceeded the threshold of 1 pfu at 07:04 UT (http://www.swpc.noaa.gov/alerts/archive/alerts_Jan2005.html).

5 Results

The use of SREM measurements as seeders of the GLE alert algorithm has showed that both satellites carrying SREM units issued alerts very close to the one issued by NM measurements. INTEGRAL issued an ‘alert’ sooner than the GOES one, while Rosetta issued an ‘alert’ 1 min after the GOES alert. This is due to the difference in time resolution of the measurements of each satellite (INTEGRAL: 1 min, Rosetta: 3 min) which is also testified by the 6 min time difference in the results of C4 channel for INTEGRAL and Rosetta (see Table 1).

5.1 Single use of the C4 SREM channel

C4 records protons of the highest energy (see Table 1). Every satellite carries only one SREM unit and consequently it has only one C4 channel, thus, it can only be used as an indicator of an on-going SPE and therefore issue an ‘alarm’ rather than an ‘alert’. As it was indicated in Sect. 2 of this work, in order to establish a ‘general alert’, it is necessary to use at least three stations in ‘station alert’ mode, therefore it is probably impossible to issue an ‘alert’ by using only C4 SREM channel. More likely, as an alternative definition, SREM units could issue ‘alarms’, in the sense that at that specific moment the high energy channel registers an on-going SPE.

5.2 Parallel use of all SREM channels

Another option is to use all four (namely C1, C2, C3 and C4) SREM channels as input for the GLE alert algorithm. In this way, channels will act as ‘stations’ operating in parallel mode. In this approach, it is possible to apply all steps...
of the algorithm and issue a ‘general alert’. The main drawback of this procedure is that the issued ‘general alert’ will be delayed from the first high energy registration on C4, but at the same time the main advantage would be a better defined ‘alert’. Moreover, the overlapping of the energy bands could serve well the necessities of the alert algorithm, due to the fact that it can make the delay be minor (e.g. at Table 1 it is evident that INTEGRAL would enter at ‘general alert’ mode at 07:00 UT, only 1 min after the C4 single onset).

### 6 Conclusions

The goal of this work was to investigate whether or if SREM recorded SPEs could potentially be used as seeders of a future ‘alert’ algorithm. As it was indicated by the analysis which is furnished above, SREM units are reliable particle radiation monitors capable of accurate and precise SW applications as all of them managed to successfully register the SPE/GLE of 20 January 2005. More than that, the results that were obtained while applying the GLE alert algorithm on the SREM channels showed the capability of issuing an ‘alert’ in time, comparable to the one issued from ground based NMs and satellites at 1 AU (GOES). To this end it should be noted that a fast downlink is necessary for this kind of applications. The host spacecraft should be in communication with the ground so that an actual SW service could be operative. Even in the case of an intergrated circuit, onboard spacecraft, programmed to generate ‘alerts’ or ‘alarms’ the information will be restricted to the host spacecraft itself. Follow-up work will include a quantitative analysis on both aforementioned approaches (Single and Parallel SREM use) with the scope not only to compare between these two but also to identify optimized statistical factors $N$ for each SREM channel. Moreover, the fact that C4 channel can hold up to the greatest proton energies, while the over-lapping of the energy bins at all channels minimizes the time needed to issue a ‘general alert’ are important assets that needs to be used at the greatest possible extent.
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